Chicken out or Parrot in?
Welcome to the new feathery crypto family!

Power by Molotov Lab team

What is TRON Birds

What is TRON Birds
Genre: Life simulation
Platform: Web, Blockchain, TRON
Today we are going to present you an exciting game with colorful graphics and
adorable birds. Well, keep reading this and you will understand why I am so involved.
And we also have a feature that is going to blow you up. What kind? Our game has no
analogues. You can think like this: "Oh, I do not believe that this game can surprise me."
But first you must read our press release, play our cool game and only after these points
have been concluded about us.

Unique world

Unique world
Do you already know our universe of beautiful, cute and unique birds? So, now you
have to pay your precious attention to this game. Do you know what is most
valuable in our lives? Time is the most valuable thing in our life, and you should not
waste it. Spend your time to good use: be a collector, breed birds that have no
analogues and cannot be! Why are there no analogues? It is pretty simple. When
you breed birds, their symbols are mixed, and as a result you get a new unique bird
with the parents' genes. But do not forget that thanks to the genes of the parents,
this little bird acquires its unique features.

Create a bird family

Create a bird family
and even more ...
TRON Birds is a life simulator that introduces you to unusual characters and allows
you to inﬂuence their lives. Throughout the game experience, you will control one
or more characters at a time, trying to breed and take care of them. There is no
clearly thought out storyline, so you can play endlessly and do whatever you want.
It is noteworthy that your family can consist of an unlimited number of birds, you
can create a whole city! But each of them will need to take care and create
comfortable conditions. Soon new opportunities will open for you, you will be able
to love, earn coins, raise children and compete in various competitions. TRON Birds
will give you extraordinary pleasure from the gameplay.

Create all

Create all
Perhaps you have a question: “If this game is a life simulator, and I have the
opportunity to create something like a big city, can I live in a bird house or live
next to them?” Yes! Of course yes! We give you a really cool opportunity to feel
like an interior decorator. How? Simple enough! You can buy a house for your bird
and do whatever you want with this house! Just turn on your imagination.
In addition, going to the store, you can buy many different things to make the
bird house better and more comfortable.
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Levels
Having received a bird with a certain level, you can mix this level with a bird that
has a higher level, and as a result, you have a bird with an average level from
parents. Therefore, your collection will be increased to different levels of birds.And
as a result of breeding, you can reach level 1.Isn't that cool? I suppose you can be
proud of you because you have a bird with 1 level in your collection. Also do not
forget that you can rent your bird.
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Privilege level
By a new individual is meant an individual of a new level. Each level qualitatively
changes the appearance and characteristics of your pet. The ecosystem is built on a
hierarchy of 7 levels, each of which is becoming more advanced, rare and valuable
in descending order. Each next level is very different from the previous one. You
will be amazed (we deﬁnitely were)!Expand your own feathered family by raising
Birds and getting the cutest cheepers! The TRON Birds ecosystem is open to new
members.
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Birds are waiting for you
So don’t waste a minute and join us. Do you remember what is most valuable in our life?
Yes, you're right, the time has come. Do not waste your time and use it forever. Get our
bird and rush to TRON Birds.

